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ABSTRACT
As an educational delivery platform, current h andheld computer technology provides a 1ow-cost, n etworkcd, small-form
factor appliance with sufficient machine resources to support instruction, learning, assessment, and collaboration. Yet,
except in the fields of medicine and law, handheld adoption for collegiate classroom use has been minimal. This study
presents the results ofan empirical investigation of users and non-users ofhandheld technology in higher education. Faculty
and student personal technology preferences, handheld usage practices, and experience profiles arc presented. Results
confirm handhelds are peripheral to most collegiate instruction with usage confined primarily to performing personal
information management. When handhelds are used for education, they function as a portable extension of the personal
computer. Implications for educational practice are presented.

Keywords: Handheld computer-assisted instruction; improving classroom teaching using PDAs; mobile interactive
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materials on PDA's (Carlson, 2002). Apart from course
topic coverage as a systems deployment platform,
handheld computers are noticeably absent from
Information Systems education (Jones, 2000;
Mull and Lutes, 200 I).

1. INTRODUCTION

Today's wireless-enabled handheld computing devices
provide a capable platfonn for "anytime, anywhere"
teaching, learning, assessment, and collaboration (Jones
and Johnson, 2002; Shields and Poftak, 2002; Yuen and
Yuen, 2003). Much like universally available textbooks
revolutionized modern education, ubiquitous mobile
computing promises to transform the college and
university-level instructional process (Weiser, 1998;
Whinston, 1994 ). Yet, ten years after the introduction of
the first commercial personal digital assistant, the Apple
Newton Messagepad, "handhelds are still a novelty for
many of the 14.5 million U.S. college students" (Fallon,
2002). Except in the fields of medicine and law, adoption
of small form factor networked computing devices for
collegiate classroom use has been minimal (Carlson, 2002;
Collins, 200 I; Fallon, 2002; Olsen, 2002; Roach, 2002;
Shields and Poftak, 2002). The devices arc used in many
medical schools because medical software made especially
Students in Samford
for PDA's is widely available.
University's pharmacy school are using Palm handheld
computers to take note in class, check medical references,
and compare interactions of prescription drugs in patients.
Stanford University law students are participating in a
study that examines the effectiveness of putting legal-study

While at least 50 higher education institutions have
adopted campus-wide laptop computing initiatives (Brown,
1998; Notebook Universities, 2002; Thomas, Laxer,
Nishida, and Sherlock, 2002), less than a handful of
colleges have implemented similar ubiquitous computing
programs based on handhelds. The University of South
Dakota, for instance, began requiring wireless Palm
computers of all incoming freshman starting Fall
200 I (Carr, 200 I). With a grant from Handspring in 2002,
East Carolina University gave each student a Visor Deluxe
equipped with application software that included an email
client and web browser (East Carolina University, 200 I).
Fall 2002 at the University of Minnesota at Duluth
(Young, 200 I) and Spring 2003 at Winston-Salem State
(Roach, 2002), entering students were required to buy
wireless personal digital assistants (PDAs).
hnplcrnentation hurdles aside, early reports arc generally
positive on pilot projects to explore the pedagogical
application of handheld computing and wireless
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